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Abercrombie, Barbara Mattes, ed. The Other Side of a Poem; art by Harry Bertschmann.
Harper, 1977. 76-21394. 85p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
Framed, printed (as is the text) in red and blue, the illustrations for this book of
R poems have a primitive awkwardness of design and detail. The selections are intro-
3-6 duced by Abercrombie's explanation about her own dislike of poetry when she was
young, an admission that may persuade some readers to try the book. The contents
are divided into such areas as "invitations," "ordinary things," "mysteries or puz-
zles," "how you feel," and "poems make pictures," an arrangement that follows on
the editor's prefatory comments about the variety in poetry, the fact that poems need
not rhyme or be restricted in subject matter, and the fact that there are poems about
things that really concern children. A good portion of the selections are easily availa-
ble in other anthologies, but the selections are almost all brief, well-chosen, and
varied: a good introduction for those not yet addicted.
Ahlberg, Allan. Burglar Bill; illus. by Janet Ahlberg. Greenwillow, 1977. 76-40339. 30p.
Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $5.94 net.
Bill lives in a house in which everything, even his food, is stolen property. Even his
M toothbrush. When he brings home a large box, the contents prove to be a baby; he
K-2 dotes on the child and takes good care of it. One night he discovers a female burglar
with her hand in the breadbox; she proves to be the baby's mother. They decide to
marry and go straight, contributing to the Police Benevolent Fund. The book has a
modicum of humor in the hoist-by-his-own-petard plot, and there are amusing bits in
the illustrations (a chamberpot marked "HMS Eagle," a portrait that shows full-face
and profile shots, police style) but the gag seems over-extended, and the blithe
disposition of the baby (Burglar Betty's reaction to the discovery of her lost child is,
"Well blow me down, that baby's mine!") may amuse adults more than it does
children.
Alexander, Sue. Small Plays for Special Days; illus. by Tom Huffman. Seabury, 1977. 76-
28424. 64p. $7.95.
Seven holiday plays, each for two characters, have the simplest of props and
Ad costumes and are very easy to produce. The dialogue is light in tone, with short lines.
2-4 A list of "Things You Will Need" precedes each brief playlet, and there are few
stage directions. While the plots are not remarkable, they have an appropriate
simplicity and humor: a cat and a dog find that the best part of a Thanksgiving
celebration is their friendship; an ogre and a giant exchange valentines; a lamb, in a
play for the first day of spring, outwits the lion who had planned to eat it. A list of
collections of plays for a range of ages is appended.
[1]
Allan, Mabel Esther. Bridge of Friendship. Dodd, 1977. 76-53432. 149p. $5.95.
Lured by the boasting letters of his brother, Cormac O'Connell brings his family to
M Manhattan from rural Ireland, only to find that Padraig lives in a shabby tenement
5-6 and has a menial job. Mrs. O'Connell is heartsick and homesick, dreading the heat
and the dangers of the city, even fearful when her children, Liam and Nuala, go to
visit their shipboard friend, Katya Pushkoff, who is adjusting to her parents' divorce
and her father's imminent second marriage. Katya and her mother help the O'Con-
nells find a better home and a job for Cormac, and the children all begin to adjust to
the changes in their lives. The characterization is flat, and although the message of
brotherhood is worthy, its delivery is labored, with a writing style weakened by
irrelevant bits of description (Katya's stateroom is "decorated in fawn and a lovely
shade of lime green") and by some instances of convenient coincidence.
Allard, Harry. It's So Nice To Have a Wolf Around the House; illus. by James Marshall.
Doubleday, 1977. 76-48836. 28p. $5.95.
According to the jacket, "this story . .. has something serious to say to children
R about being good, being bad, and being forgiven." The story is so flagrantly and
3-5 engagingly silly, however, that few children will be likely to resent the message. An
yrs. elderly man and his elderly pets decide they need a fresh face about the place.
Cuthbert Devine, wolf and bank robber, pretends to be a dog when he applies for the
post, and the old man is too nearsighted to spot the deception. Cuthbert proves to be
a treasure, hardworking and cheerful and devoted; when the old man sees an article
about the bank robbery, he realizes he's been duped. Cuthbert faints and goes into a
decline; sobbing, he says that he's always wanted to be good but never had a chance
because everyone expected wolves to be bad. Supported by the old man, Cuthbert
confesses to the police, is let off because he's reformed, and the story ends with all
hands (and paws and fins) enjoying life in Arizona, whither they've moved because of
Cuthbert's health. The illustrations have a robust inanity to match the story.
Anders, Rebecca. A Look at Mental Retardation; photographs by Maria S. Forrai. Lerner,
1976. 75-38466. 30p. $4.95.
Photographs of variable quality illustrate a small book that introduces the subject
Ad of mental retardation; the text discusses some of the causes, but its emphasis is on
2-4 the facts that retarded children can learn, albeit slowly; that they can grow up to
become self-supporting adults; and that they need to be liked and accepted as much
as children of normal intelligence do. This has more of a didactic note (". . . you can
do much to help them. With friendship and encouragement, your mentally retarded
classmates will find it easier to learn. Perhaps you can even help your retarded
friends . . .") than the Ominsky book reviewed below, but its message is equally
worthy although more stiffly delivered.
Anderson, Mary. Matilda's Masterpiece; illus. by Sal Murdocca. Atheneum, 1977. 76-40981.
168p. $6.95.
Matilda's penchant for detection (Matilda Investigates) continues in a brisk story
Ad in which she follows a false deduction about the theft of a painting from the Brooklyn
4-6 Museum. She tracks a shabby old man to his home, but eventually discovers that his
suspicious behavior is due to the fact that,he's in the country illegally. She stumbles
inadvertently upon the real thief, however, and receives a substantial award. Nice to
have an active female protagonist, but in an effort to transcend sex-role stereotypes,
the author has created a younger brother with a taste for cooking and decorating that
seems to preclude all other interests. Matilda's father is a strong character, and his
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relationships with his children are exemplary (there is no mother), but the brio of the
writing style is not matched by the story line, which is both lightweight and pro-
tracted.
Andrews, Frank Emerson. Nobody Comes to Dinner; illus. by Lydia Dabcovich. Little, 1977.
76-3533. 32p. $5.95.
Having had a bad day all around, Oscar comes to dinner so grouchy that he refuses
Ad to eat. Mother (who serves her three children but does not join them) coaxes to no
4-6 avail, as does older sister Janie. He doesn't like any of them, Oscar says belliger-
yrs. ently, he likes nobody. Janie turns this into a game, inviting Mr. Nobody to the
table, saying "Nobody is sitting between Christopher and me," or "Today is No-
body's birthday. We must celebrate!" She and Oscar trot back and forth bringing
birthday presents to Nobody and Mother produces a cake. No candles? Of course
Nobody likes a birthday cake with no candles. The idea is amusing, but its extension
doesn't quite balance the first part of the story, which is dropped and forgotten. The
book certainly depicts a kindly sister, and there's every possibility that young listen-
ers will seize on the "Nobody likes . . ." concept, but the combination of frenetic
activity at the table and one extended gag doesn't make a very substantial story.
Atkin, Mary Gage. Paul Cuffe and the African Promised Land. Nelson, 1977. 76-26607. 160p.
$6.95.
Born of a Wampanoag Indian mother and a black free man in 1759, Paul Cuffe was
Ad a whaler, a religious objector to service during the American Revolution, and one of
7-10 the voices instrumental in achieving citizenship for black people in his native state of
Massachusetts. Diligent and ambitious, he became a wealthy shipper and a tireless
worker for the improvement of the colony in Sierra Leone that had been established
for former American slaves by British Quakers. Fascinating as Cuffe's life was,
impressive as his dedication and integrity were, and well-researched as the book is, it
is lessened in impact and in readability by the repeated intrusions of lengthy passages
that give background information; half a dozen pages, for example, on the history of
the Sierra Leone colony interrupt the story of Cuffe's interest in it, and in the chapter
that describes Cuffe's life as a whaler there are several pages that give information
about the industry. Also, the focus on Sierra Leone (two-thirds of the book are
devoted to it), to which Cuffe came in 1811, makes the total biography unbalanced in
treatment. The print is small, the writing style serious. An index is appended; no
sources are cited.
Bales, Carol Ann. Tales of the Elders; A Memory Book of Men and Women Who Came to
America as Immigrants, 1900-1930; written and photographed by Carol Ann Bales.
Follett, 1977. 76-19886. 160p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.99 net.
A dozen monologues written by Bales and based on interviews give a broad and
R varied picture of the immigrant experience. In each case the account is prefaced by
6- some background information, and almost all accounts include reminiscences about
life in the old country, reasons for emigrating, anecdotes about the voyage, and the
struggle to establish oneself in a new country, learn the language, get a job, weather
the depression era, and adjust to a new culture. One woman describes being in an
internment camp for Japanese Americans, a man recounts the difficulties of establish-
ing a union in the clothing industry. The book is impressive as a picture of an era in
our history as well as being a forceful and touching reminder of the diversity of our
heritage, the courage of the immigrants, and the image of the United States as a
haven for the poor and the oppressed.
[3]
Banks, Lynne Reid. My Darling Villain. Harper, 1977. 76-58718. 238p. Trade ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $6.79 net.
Kate is fifteen, her brother Alastair is older; their father, an actor, is disappointed
R because his son prefers garage work to further education. It is only after Kate has
7-10 been through some sobering experiences that she understands her brother's feelings
about class differences and snobbishness, for she has met Mark, the "villain" of the
title. Mark's lower class, he rides a motorbike, he's come into Kate's life as one of a
rowdy group that crashed her first party; he's all the things her parents disapprove of,
although they are careful not to say that. They also disapprove of Kate's affection for
Leo, who lives next door, although they approve of Leo himself. A nice man, but too
old for Kate. And Jewish. Oh, they wouldn't mind, but Leo's parents would. Kate is
torn between Leo and Mark, but realizes after Mark has had a bike accident, that it is
he she cares for. The accident conveniently draws Mike's and Kate's family to-
gether, a weak ending for a book that makes some strong points. In fact, the author's
perception of the adolescent's problems are the strongest part of the book, although
dialogue and characterization are competent. Despite the fact that she uses (several
times) phrases like "Jewish blood" or "this Jewish shrug" there is a clear effort to be
candid about religious and class prejudice.
Banks, Lynne Reid. Sarah and After; Five Women Who Founded a Nation. Doubleday, 1977.
76-16250. 183p. $6.95.
Sarah, Hagar, Rebecca, the sisters Leah and Rachel, and Dinah are the women
R whose lives are described in a novel based on the Bible but fictionalized enough so
7- that the book is more a continuing story than an adaptation. What Banks does
extends the facts of the Old Testament by making her characters, male and female,
people of passion and fallibility; Rebecca's motivation for deceiving her husband by
sending Jacob to usurp Esau's birthright, or Leah's, in taking her sister's place on
Rachel's wedding night, are given validity by the vivid recreation of their per-
sonalities and problems.
Barker, Carol. A Prince of Islam. Addison-Wesley, 1977. 75-45479. 29p. illus. Trade ed.
$6.95; Library ed. $5.21 net.
One of a series of books first published in England, "Worlds of Yesterday," this
Ad describes the life of a boy prince, Omar, in the ninth century, when the Abbasid
3-4 Caliphate was in power. Omar's experiences occur during the rule of Caliph Abdul-
lah al-Mamoun, and Omar is the child of one of his wives, living at first in the harem,
then being old enough to prowl about the streets of Baghdad. He learns about the life
of Mohammad, Islam's founder, he visits a Bedouin camp, and travels to Mecca. As
is true of all books in the series, the fictional protagonist is used to add a bit of
narrative interest to a text that is designed to give information about a past civiliza-
tion. The book does give such information, but the story seems grafted awkwardly
onto it; the camp episode is used, for example, as a device to describe Bedouin
life--Omar plays no part except to arrive, learn, and feel sad at leaving. The text
ends abruptly. It is preceded and followed by background information, printed in
very small type. The strengths of the book are that the information is given in an
undemanding vocabulary, and that-like other books in the series--it is illustrated
with pictures that are in authentic style for the place and period: elaborately detailed
with Near East arabesques, sloe-eyed maidens, rich costumes, and beautiful ar-
chitectural details, all particularly handsome on the color pages.
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Bartenbach, Jean. Rockhound Trails; written and illus. by Jean Bartenbach. Atheneum, 1977.
76-25430. 122p. $7.50.
Bartenbach describes the three classes of rocks and cites some common rocks:
Ad granite, sandstone, slate, and quartz. Most of the subsequent chapters are devoted to
4-6 descriptions of hunting for a single rock, with chapter titles that are at times more
effusive ("Walk on Jewels," or "Look Into a Crystal Ball") than informative. The
author gives some information about hunting and digging as well as about the rock
itself, but this text is neither as explicit nor as well organized as Simon's The Rock-
Hound's Book. Its one advantage is that it provides site information for hunting
specific varieties, with a concluding chapter on kinds of rocks found in other areas. A
glossary and a bibliography are included; there is no index; while there is one color
plate, it does not include all of the varieties described in the individual chapters.
Benchley, Nathaniel. George the Drummer Boy; pictures by Don Bolognese. Harper, 1977.
76-18398. 61p. (I Can Read Books). Trade ed. $4.95; Library ed. $4.79 net.
The start of the American Revolution is seen from the viewpoint of a young British
R soldier in a book for beginning independent readers. George, a drummer boy, is
1-2 baffled by the stealthy night departure for the town of Concord. Waylaid by a band of
Minutemen at Lexington, the British are drawn into the first battle. George is not
happy; "I knew that was a bad idea. Look what they started." He does no fighting,
and all he wants is to get safely back to Boston. While the story has one remark
("Two hundred years ago, Boston belonged to England,") that may need clarifica-
tion, it should appeal to readers who have heard or read tales of the Lexington-
Concord fray from the American viewpoint, since it has such aspects as George and
his friend wondering if the lights they saw in the spire of the Old North Church might
not have been a signal. Much of the story is told through dialogue, which adds a note
of humor, and of course the book has plenty of the action young readers enjoy.
Bethancourt, T. Ernesto. The Mortal Instruments. Holiday House, 1977. 76-50526. 157p.
$6.95.
In a science fiction story about an adolescent superman from Spanish Harlem,
R Bethancourt uses with great success the device of telling the tale through transcripts,
6-10 notes, and brief musings of several of the investigators of Eddie Rodriguez. One of
the people who seems in sympathy with the missing Rodriguez is a psychiatrist,
Myra Sokolow, and it is she who is instrumental in solving the crisis situation that
threatens the world. For Rodriguez has been taken over by an alien form, become a
genius and a millionaire, assumed several personalities who live in different parts of
the world. Where is he? Who is he? And how did he become what he is? In a
top-secret gathering, it is learned that Rodriguez has, as a disembodied force, taken
over a computer installation that can control all earth. The parts fit together as
precisely as the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, the plot has suspense and momentum, and
the solution is credible within the parameters of the fantasy situation.
Bible. Noah's Ark; illus. by Peter Spier. Doubleday, 1977. 76-43630. 40p. $6.95.
Save for a poem, "The Flood," written by Revius, who lived in the 16th and 17th
R centuries, this has no text. The poem, translated by Spier, begins "High and long /
K-3 Thick and strong / Wide and stark / Was the ark," and ends, "Back on land / Through
* God's hand / Who forgave / And did save / The Lord's Grace / Be the praise!" The
pictures are delightful; filled with humor and action and painted in soft tones, they
show in precise detail the building of the ark, the animals flocking in paired proces-
sion (although Noah is fending off a swarm of bees who wish to join the chosen two),
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and then the rains. The cities are deeper and deeper beneath the waters as they rise,
and Noah keeps busy feeding his creatures. The ark is marooned on Ararat as the
waters recede, the dove flies back with a green branch, Noah cautiously lets down
the ramp. There's a picture of the deserted interior, all in a colossal mess, as the pair
of snails end the exodus, then a final double-page spread with a superrainbow,
Noah's house and garden, and the words, ". . . and he planted a vineyard." This is a
deft visual pairing with another double-page spread that precedes the title page, with
slaughter and arson as soldiers leave a city, while the facing page shows Noah's
peaceful home, and ". . . But Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord." Nifty.
Bischoff, David, ed. Quest; illus. by Paul Westermann. Raintree, 1977. 76-44815. 64p. $4.95.
Five brief science fiction stories should appeal to middle grades fans of the genre;
Ad although none is distinctive, several address the problem of communication with
4-6 alien creatures and three of the five have-in varying degrees-the appeal of sus-
pense or danger. In Rachel Payes' "The Gorgons," a blind child, trained to em-
pathize, realizes that the fearsome creatures who have literally frightened members
of a planetary expedition into paralysis are just as frightened as the humans. The
protagonist in "Cold Tomorrows," by Walton Simons, succeeds in his quest, finding
an abominable snowman and learning about the Yeti community; in Chris Lampton's
"Beckoning Star" a space pilot finds himself pulled to a new planet. The other two
tales, Stephen Turner's "Looking Back" and Lael Little's "The First Flight of
Scavenger I" both seem very contrived, a quality that is not totally lacking in the
other tales. However, despite the aura of commissioned writing, often flat in tone,
that pervades the stories, the book fills a need for science fiction for this age group.
Blume, Judy. Starring Sally J. Freedman As Herself. Bradbury, 1977. 76-57805. 298p. $7.95.
A nostalgic and episodic dip into the 1940's, when ten-year-old Sally Freedman
Ad goes with her mother, grandmother, and brother Douglas to spend a winter in Miami
3-5 Beach. Highly histrionic, Sally not only leads her friends in imaginative play but
concocts lurid, secret dramas in which she stars. There is no plot, although some of
the incidents give continuity; for example, Sally is convinced that an elderly neighbor
is really Adolf Hitler, so she writes never-mailed accusatory letters, runs in fear
when Mr. Zavodsky tries to be friendly, and believes he is talking in code when she
overhears harmless conversations. The book has the aura of intimacy that usually
means it's autobiographical, but it's not as cohesive as Blume's stories usually are,
although it has the humor and candor that have made her a popular author.
Bomans, Godfried. The Wily Witch and All the Other Fairy Tales and Fables; illus. by
Wouter Hoogendijk; tr. by Patricia Crampton. Stemmer House, 1977. 76-54196.
205p. $6.95.
A brilliant translation of the collected tales of a popular and prolific Dutch author,
R published in the Netherlands under the title Groot Sprookjesboek. Crampton has
4-7 kept the easy flexibility of the storyteller's conversational tone and the pithiness of
* his quirky wit. Although Bomans uses some familiar patterns of the genre, he almost
invariably gives them a new twist; at times it is sardonic or sophisticated, as in
"Princess Steppie," in which her peremptory royal father finds something wrong
with every suitor who bids for the hand of the beautiful Steppie-who dies unwed.
Parallel with this strain is a compassion for human foibles, and pervading almost
every tale is a sense of fun, a relish for the ridiculous.
[6]
Bradbury, Bianca. "I'm Vinny, I'm Me"; illus. by Richard Cuffari. Houghton, 1977. 77-
23308. 200p. $6.95.
Orphaned, Vinny Waters and her younger brother, Tim, are running the motel
Ad their mother had bought before she began to drink and was killed in an accident. Her
6-9 ambivalence about her mother is one of Vinny's problems; the major problem is that
she must prove to the ever-vigilant state authorities that she is capable, at sixteen, of
staying solvent and providing a stable life for her brother. The people of her New
England town are solidly supportive, appreciating Vinny's love for Tim, her deter-
mination that they should stay together, and her difficult role as head of the family.
It is Tim who gives up a job he loves because the welfare investigator insists he's
violating child labor laws; it is Vinny who passionately declares their identity:
"We're US ... we're not just the 'Waters case'." The strength in the book is in the
warmth of the affection between Vinny and Tim and in the cohesive, protective
affection of their friends, young and old. The setting, characterization, dialogue, and
style are competent and believable; the weakness of the book is that there are so
many minor characters and ancillary incidents.
Branscum, Robbie. The Saving of P.S. illus. by Glen Rounds. Doubleday, 1977. 76-2757.
127p. $5.95.
Priscilla Sue, P.S., is twelve and motherless, but as the youngest of Preacher
R Blue's many children, she's learned to be a competent housekeeper. Every Sunday
5-6 she thinks about coming up to the mourner's bench and being saved, but P.S. is a
rebel and something of a martyr, and she never makes it. When her father begins
courting an attractive widow, P.S. tries to offend pretty Cora Lee, but it doesn't
work. She runs away, is brought back by her brother, Blue Dean, after she's had
some minor adventures, and finally capitulates--even to the extent of being saved.
Like other Branscum books, this is strong in its use of Arkansas idiom and customs,
and the characters and dialogue are colorful and consistent; P.S. tells the story in a
lively, natural manner.
Braun, Thomas. Nadia Comaneci; photographs by Bruce Curtis. Creative Education/
Childrens Press, 1977. 76-48955. 31p. $4.95.
Photographs cannot capture the fluidity of a gymnast in motion, but they do show
R the serious attitude and incredible form of the young star of the Summer Olympics of
4-6 1976. Giving some background information about the Montreal Olympics, Braun
describes Nadia's performances and the tense competition between her and other
leading women gymnasts like Olga Korbut. He also describes the way she was
discovered, her early training (participating in a national contest at the age of seven)
and her meteoric rise to prominence in international competition. While the text is
dry, it serves quite adequately to introduce both Nadia Comaneci and to explain the
requirements and scoring for women's gymnastics. A weakness of the book is that it
uses feet and inches for an event in which measurements are traditionally given in
metric measurement.
Briggs, Katherine Mary. Hobberdy Dick. Greenwillow, 1977. 76-39896. 239p. Trade ed.
$6.95; Library ed. $5.94 net.
First published in England in 1955, this ingenious blend of fantasy and realism has
R some historical aspects as well, for it is set in the mid-seventeenth century, when
4-6 Puritans frowned on both religious celebrations and observance of folk traditions.
Some of the dialect and some of the references to supernatural folk creatures may be
less familiar to children here, but the story of Hobberdy Dick, the hobgoblin who
[7]
guards a country home and works for the good of those in it whom he loves, has
universal elements that can intrigue fantasy lovers anywhere. Magical deeds, a lost
treasure recovered, the acknowledgement of Dick by the country folk, and the be-
trothal of two gentle young people, are all woven together in a sturdy, pleasantly
old-fashioned tale permeated with the customs and lore of the Cotswolds.
Bryan, Ashley, ad. The Dancing Granny; ad. and illus. by Ashley Bryan. Atheneum, 1977.
76-25847. 54p. $5.95.
In an adaptation of a folktale from the Antilles, Granny Anika bests that pervasive
R traditional character, Spider Ananse, pictured as a tall, vigorous man in Bryan's
K-3 drawings. The illustrations look like pages of preliminary sketches: flyaway line
drawings of dancing figures (usually several on a page) in which the broken or parallel
lines suggest movement. For Granny Anika loves to dance. She dances as she works
in her garden, and crafty Ananse soon sees that if he can dance her away, he can (and
does) steal her vegetables. Four times she tries to resist; four times the music and the
rhythm of his singing capture her until she cartwheels off for miles. And then she
clutches Spider Ananse and forces him to dance with her, "And if Spider's still
singing, then they're still dancing." The style has cadence and vitality, and a pithy
humor.
Bunting, Eve. The Big Cheese; illus. by Sal Murdocca. Macmillan, 1977. 76-45381. 44p.
$5.95.
Miss Bee is sentimental, Miss Tillie practical, and they live alone in a house atop a
Ad bare hill. When Miss Tillie buys an unexpectedly large drum of cheese, they fear
2-4 mice, so they buy a cat; the cat droops, so they buy a cow; the cow droops, so they
buy a grazing meadow. They have so many dairy products that they decide to give
some away, and the people who come bring gifts in return and become friends-in
fact, their way of life is changed. When the cheese is gone, they fear a reversion to
the past-so Miss Tillie makes cheese. There's some appeal in the cumulation, and
some humor in the final decision, but it's a bit contrived, and the author has substi-
tuted comic typing for characterization; Miss Bee is irrevocably silly-sweet and Miss
Tillie adamantly practical, speaking almost entirely in old saws and cliches.
Burton, Hester. To Ravensrigg. T. Y. Crowell, 1977. 76-54292. 14 3 p. $6.95.
A turbulent tale of a lost family, a shipwreck, and a new-found love is set in the
Ad 1780's in England, when the abolitionists fought to end British participation in the
7-9 slave trade. Motherless Emmie horrifies the aunt with whom she lives by helping a
slave escape; when her father comes home from a voyage (he's a sea-captain), she
convinces him to let her come along on the next trip. Shortly after they sail, the ship
is wrecked, her father is killed, and she finds herself in the home of an abolitionist
clergyman, so Emmie learns a great deal about the iniquity of slavery. She's deter-
mined to go, as her father had once told her, to "Ravensrigg," which she finds out is
an estate where the one remaining family member, presumably her grandmother,
lives. Acknowledged and welcomed, Emmie learns that her real father is a slave
trader and that the sea captain was her mother's lover. However, she is happy
because her escort on the trip to Ravensrigg returns her love and states firmly that
they will wed in a few weeks, when she is sixteen, to save her from the clutches of her
despicable father. More melodramatic than Burton's plots usually are, this is written
well, but the material about the illegal slave trade seems grafted onto the story.
[8]
Carlson, Dale Bick. The Plant People; photographs by Chuck Freedman. Watts, 1977. 76-
50635. 93p. (Triumph Books). $5.90.
One of a series of books designed to appeal to slow or reluctant readers in upper
NR elementary through high school grades, this has short chapters, a simple vocabulary
4-7 (tests show it as a 4.6 reading level) and photographic illustrations that have adequate
technical quality but seem posed and artificial. A strange fog settles on a small
Nevada town; all but seven inhabitants suffer ensuing mutation into "plant people"
who develop heavy veins in their skins, torpor, and total loss of appetite. Sixteen-
year-old Mike brings in outside medical help and what is discovered is that all of the
plant people have been either unconcerned about conservation and pollution or have
actually been destructive. They eventually turn into cacti. The story may have some
appeal to science fiction buffs because of the subject, but it is choppily written and
there are points in the story in which a plot development is dropped abruptly. For
example, when several people vanish, Mike says, "We'll comb the desert," and
announces he'll get two of the other seven survivors to help search. The text then
veers to the tests being made by the outside expert; not until many pages later does
Mike seek for and find a victim at the edge of the desert.
Castle, Sue. Face Talk, Hand Talk, Body Talk; photographs by Frances McLaughlin-Gill.
Doubleday, 1977. 75-46529. 58p. $5.95.
Photographs of young children show a broad range of emotions, reactions, and
R ways to communicate in body language. The text consists of captions like "Please,
3-6 can I have it? ... It's nice ... That's too loud!... Phew! Something smells .. ."
yrs. and, less often, such comments as "Sometimes, your arms show the way you feel
about people," or, "The children are teasing someone. How does she feel?" In her
preface, the author, who conducts classes in creative movement, suggests that the
book be used to encourage children to interpret the pictures, elaborate on them by
imagining extensions of situations, and become aware of their own emotions and
those of others. Young children can enjoy browsing through the book by themselves,
but it should be most useful as a catalyst to understanding under adult guidance.
Chorao, Kay. Lester's Overnight; written and illus. by Kay Chorao. Dutton, 1977. 76-50029.
26p. $5.95.
Lester, quietly timid and apprehensive, has difficulty in adjusting to all the dif-
Ad ferences in an aunt's home when he spends his first night away from home. The
4-6 soap's the wrong color, the food is not what he's used to, the Victorian decor
yrs. overwhelms him. Aunt Belle is kind, but she makes remarks that Lester takes liter-
ally and she doesn't realize that he envisions her tiger cat as a huge tiger, or that
having his parents "tied up" with father's employer is seen as a triple roping. The
imaginary scenes are shown in soft, billowy pencil drawings, and the story's one
touch of humor is in Aunt Belle's remark that Lester needs more imagination. He
falls asleep vowing that the next day he will untie his parents. This doesn't have the
reassuring note of Myra Brown's First Night Away from Home, but it's written at
the child's level, and its audience should enjoy the mistakes in interpretation made by
Lester and clarified by the illustrations.
Christopher, Matthew F. The Diamond Champs; illus. by Larry Johnson. Little, 1977. 76-
56153. 120p. $5.95.
Kim had played football and run track, but he'd never been a baseball player and
Ad he couldn't understand why Coach Stag insisted he play. Why had the other boys and
3-5 two girls each been called and urged to join the Steelheads team? Why did Stag's
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assistant never do anything? Kim made some effort to solve the mystery, but most of
the time he was busy practicing or playing in a game-and the oddly assorted team
enjoyed their own improvement as much as the coach did. As is clear from the title,
the Steelheads win the Bantam League title; the coach proves to be a man who had
been told he couldn't play as a boy because of poor eyesight and who had asked the
sons and daughters of the team members of his boyhood so that he could prove he
knew baseball. There's a bit of contrivance occasionally, and some variation in the
quality of the dialogue, but the plot is fresh, at least in re the coach if not in the
come-from-behind victory. For baseball buffs, the game sequences will, as always,
be appealing.
Clapp, Patricia. I'm Deborah Sampson; A Soldier in the War of the Revolution. Lothrop,
1977. 76-51770. 176p. Trade ed. $6.50; Library ed. $5.61 net.
Clapp adds a new dimension to the story of the young woman who, disguised as a
R man, served as "Robert Shurtlieff" in the Continental Army during the Revolution-
5-8 ary War. For Deborah tells her own story and, in describing her childhood and
youth, and the death of the young soldier she had expected to marry, gives reasons
for her enlistment. She is candid about some of the problems she has during her
service, hiding her identity by retreating to the woods when necessary, and becomes
used to seeing her comrades relieving themselves or bathing. The writing style is
vigorous, the historical details accurate and unobtrusive, and the language and con-
cepts consistently appropriate for the period.
Clifton, Lucille. Everett Anderson's 1-2-3; illus. by Ann Grifalconi. Holt, 1977. 76-25866. 27p.
$5.95.
Not a counting book at all, but another Everett Anderson story in Clifton's decep-
R tively ingenuous verse. What Everett is pondering is Mr. Perry, the new neighbor.
K-2 One-being alone-is good for many things, Everett thinks, and he's certainly used
to two-being with Mama-so who needs three? But Mama tells him that, although
she misses Daddy, she's sometimes lonely ... Mr. Perry says he can't take Daddy's
place, but he can take a place in Everett's life ... and Everett thinks that it might be
all right if it makes Mama happy and that three can be crowded, or too many, but it
can also be just right, "you have to decide." The illustrations, strongly drawn with
bold, broken lines, are large in scale, almost all pictures of the three characters with
only minimal background details. The text is tender, artful in the simplicity and
brevity with which it gets to the gist of the matter.
Cohen, Barbara. Benny. Lothrop, 1977. 77-242. 154p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.21 net.
Set in New Jersey in 1939, this is both a nicely honed period piece and a warm
R family story. Benny is twelve, and he loves playing baseball. But his sister is doing
4-6 her mother's work while Ma recuperates from a hysterectomy, and older brother
Sheldon studies constantly for a scholarship exam, so it's Benny who has to work in
the family store. Pa just can't see that playing ball is important, although he eventu-
ally relents-and even comes to a ball game. Benny stops feeling sorry for himself
when he realizes how unhappy Arnulf, a German refugee, is. It isn't just that he's
homesick, but that his Jewish mother is dead-and his father and stepmother, neither
of them Jewish, don't want the stigma of having a Jew in their home. It's Benny who
finds Arnulf when he runs away; for once, even Sheldon stops sneering and ap-
preciates the fact that Benny has compassion and commonsense. The writing style is
smooth, the characters and the period wholly convincing.
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Colwell, Eileen, comp. The Magic Umbrella and Other Stories for Telling; drawings by
Shirley Felts. McKay, 1977. 76-53970. 160p. $6.95.
Although Colwell's annotations are for storytellers, giving background information
R and telling time, and suggesting the appropriate age range for the audience, this
4-7 varied selection of tales and poems can also be used by children for their own
pleasure. The book includes Greek and Norse legends, such storytellers' classics as
"Molly Whuppie" and "The Woman of the Sea," and more recent selections like
"Zlateh the Goat" or a section of Serraillier's poem "Everest Climbed." Expectably
excellent.
Cresswell, Helen. Ordinary Jack. Macmillan, 1977. 192p. $6.95.
The first of a trilogy, this English story is a romp from cover to cover; it occasion-
R ally verges on slapstick, but the characters are so deftly daft and the dialogue so witty
5-7 that it never goes past the verge. The Bagthorpe family is nutty, for starters; they're
* like the cast of You Can't Take It With You in that each goes his or her own talented
way-except Jack, ordinary Jack, who is the protagonist. His brother and sisters
have assorted talents, so do his parents, but Jack has none. So-his uncle, who lives
next door (with a charming four-year-old daughter who starts fires) takes over, and
the two work up elaborate plans whereby Jack, stage-managed by Uncle Parker, will
convince the others that he has prophetic powers. A joy.
Cummings, Betty Sue. Hew Against the Grain. Atheneum, 1977. 76-25593. 174p. $6.95.
A Civil War story is set in Virginia, where the Repass family has divided loyalties,
Ad with sons fighting on each side. The family has set its slaves free; one of them, Docia,
7-10 is the close friend of Mathilda Repass, who is the same age. With feelings exacer-
bated by patriotic zeal, black and white men are murdered. Raped by a white man she
had always disliked, Mattie at first refuses to marry the man she loves, but with the
relief that comes with the end of the war and the gratitude she feels when those
members of her family who were still alive returned, Mattie softens--especially when
she learns that Docia had been raped by Mattie's uncle. In fact, her belief that she is
pregnant proves false, and she realizes that Docia's revelation has not changed her
affection for her friend. And so she marries. The story gives a grim and convincing
picture of the wartime difficulties of civilians and of the burdens assumed by those
women forced to do work to which they were unaccustomed. The writing style of this
first novel is highly competent, with a smooth narrative flow and believable charac-
ters and dialogue; the plot is rather turgid with dramatic incidents, however, for in
addition to the two rapes there are murders, family feuds, a father who loses his
mind, and Mathilda's own murder of her rapist.
Cunningham, Julia. Come to the Edge. Pantheon Books, 1977. 76-44017. 79p. $4.95.
Motherless, left by his beloved father at a farm home for foster children, Gravel
Ad Winter dreams of the day when his father (an alcoholic who has said he wanted to
6-8 make a new start before he took Gravel back) would come. After four years at the
farm, during which time he loses his only friend, Gravel overhears his father tell the
principal, "He'd be like a stone around my neck... I don't want him." Gravel runs
away. He's taken in by a friendly man, Mr. Paynter, who doesn't pry and offers him
a permanent home; he runs off again, and is taken in by dour Mr. Gant, dividing his
time between reading to Gant (who is nearly blind) and helping one woman who is
deaf and another who is crippled. Gant's servant, who plans to kill and rob his
master, offers to share with Gravel; but it is Gant who kills the servant and threatens
to tell the authorities that Gravel did it unless the boy promises to become his
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servant. Gravel runs away yet again, this time back to Paynter, so that the doleful
story ends on a note of encouragement. In some ways this is like the author's Dorp
Dead: the solitary boy, the single adult who offers a solution, the grim adventures.
But this is less effective, perhaps because Cunningham has used several adult charac-
ters, none of whom turn to any official for help but accept the young adolescent and
use him for their own needs whether their intentions are benign or malevolent. The
writing style is polished, however, and the situation of a lonely, desperate young
person who comes to accept and trust will appeal to some readers.
Curley, Daniel. Ann's Spring; illus. by Donna Diamond. T. Y. Crowell, 1977. 76-30652. 70p.
$6.50.
A fanciful tale in which two children who, to their neighbors, seem quite ordinary,
M are children of the Earth Mother. Their mother has been called away to cope with
3-5 some emergency, so Ann is left in charge of the house, of her younger brother Bob,
and of mother's annual task: getting spring started. Ann's magic is partly in her
fingers, and she hasn't yet learned how to control her power, so she runs into a few
problems: every time she handles the geranium plant in the kitchen, it grows enor-
mously; when she picks up a branch, it springs into leaf, flower, and fruit in rapid
succession. If she forgets and stamps her foot, flowers spring up, etc. Still, the two
children chat with unsuspecting neighbors, are trapped and confined by some bully-
ing boys, argue about what to have for meals. Ann frets about what mother will say,
but knows that her mistakes will be forgiven. The writing style is adequate, but the
fantasy and realism don't mesh convincingly, and the author has not succeeded in
making a story out of a concept, although the concept itself has appeal. The illustra-
tions, beautifully detailed in soft shades of grey, show two children dressed in shirts
and jeans; they are very handsome, but they carry no connotation of fantasy.
Curry, Jane Louise. Poor Tom's Ghost. Atheneum, 1977. 76-28468. 178p. $6.95.
In a time-shift story set in and near London, thirteen-year-old Roger Nicholas is
Ad enthralled when his father inherits an old, dilapidated house. His father, Tony, is an
5-7 actor: his stepmother is an American actress. Tony is playing Hamlet at the time, and
through the uncovering of evidence that the house is of Elizabethan vintage, father
and son slip back to the seventeenth century, where Roger is Jack, the evil younger
brother of Tom Garland (Tony), a Shakespearian actor. Roger knows he is both
Roger and Jack, but Tony doesn't know all the adventures and difficulties experi-
enced by Tom. All through a week of time-shift, two friends of the family are helping
strip the house; one of them suspects that something supernatural is going on. Roger
manages-as Jack-to help poor Tom out of the troubles he's in. At the end of the
week, a real-life scene repeats itself and Roger realizes that the frenzied week never
occurred at all. This last episode undermines the credibility of the fantasy, since
there is an uneasy conflict between the time-shift participants and the realistic, prac-
tical involvement of the two friends. The story is further weakened by a rather
self-conscious presentation of research, almost as though the sources for a disserta-
tion had been used for the book. However, the writing style is nicely honed, the
characters and dialogue convincing, and the relationships effective; it is pleasant,
too, to encounter a second-marriage family with no adjustment problems.
Cutler, Ivor. The Animal House; illus. by Helen Oxenbury. Morrow, 1977. 77-4468. 30p.
$6.95.
One morning the Diamond family wakes to find that the wind has blown their
R house away. Dennis Diamond, father, works at a zoo and is inspired to concoct a
K-2 house made of animals (with an amusing scene in which Dennis busses the head
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keeper in his gratitude for loan of some animals) and it works beautifully. Large
beasts form the walls, snakes obediently stretch clothesline-straight so that birds can
perch on them and spread their wings for a rainproof roof, and Artificial Diamond
(mother) cooks by firefly "heat." Next morning the animals are gone, but the house
is back, washed up near shore. So the adaptable Diamonds hitch the house to a rock,
and live happily in their gently rocking home. Nonsense, but inventive nonsense,
freshly imaginative and funny, told in a bland style that's a good foil for the absurd
story and the inventive pictures, softly executed and admirably detailed. Oxenbury
achieves a great deal with remarkable economy of line.
Darling, Kathy. Jack Frost and the Magic Paint Brush; drawings by Kelly Oechsli. Garrard,
1977. 76-14465. 48p. $3.78.
A gauzy story that is not convincing even within the fantasy framework is illus-
NR trated by Oechsli with pictures that are saved from pastel-prettiness by some touches
K-2 of humor. Jack Frost is very anxious to win the magic paint brush the king has
promised the best painter in his realm. His friend Crystal (a wee fairy) helps him,
when other efforts fail, by finding a full pot of white paint. Jack paints everything in
sight: fields, bridges, houses, plants, etc. The king, awarding Jack the prize, pro-
claims that the painting will be called "frost." The book has misleading concepts, and
the story is not either amusing or substantial enough to compensate for such weak-
nesses as Jack painting a rainbow in the sky and then seeing it washed away by rain.
Dean, Anabel. How Animals Communicate; drawings by Haris Petie. Messner, 1977. 77-
23281. 63p. $6.64.
All of the material included here has been described in other books for young
Ad readers, but Dean makes the book useful by the way the material is arranged. After a
2-4 general discussion of the nature of communication and a chapter on methods of
communication, each succeeding chapter focuses on motives for communication:
staying alive (getting food and having a place to live), raising a family (finding a mate,
raising the young), and living with others (protection, defense, or functioning as part
of a group). Under these headings, the text describes visual signals, touch signals,
sound signals, etc. A glossary and an index are appended. The simplicity of the
writing and the arrangement of material make the book appropriate for a young
audience, despite such careless writing as, "The answer to that question still remains
to be answered," or, in speaking of human communication, such comments as "Ges-
tures, also, often mean the same thing to many different peoples." It would be
possible to invite confusion or even censure if such a general statement were taken as
fact, since different cultures may have quite different meanings for a gesture.
De Paola, Tomie. The Quicksand Book. Holiday House, 1977. 76-28762. 28p. illus. $6.95.
A deft blend of fact and fiction is illustrated with ebullient paintings framed in
R enormous leaves that remind the lap audience of the jungle setting and that provide a
K-3 corner for silent action that gives a third dimension. A small jungle girl falls into
quicksand; a small, bespectacled jungle boy takes his time about rescuing her, pre-
senting charts about quicksand and how to get out of it while the girl slowly sinks. He
does get her out, and there is a cheerfully retaliatory ending. Meanwhile, a monkey is
seen in the verdure; on the corners of pages, he bustles silently about, setting up a tea
table complete with goodies and a vase of flowers. The boy, who has stumbled into
the quicksand, is shrieking for help; the girl calmly piomises to pull him out when
she's had her tea, saying "Now, now. Remember what you told me! Just keep calm
... " And the information about quicksand is accurate, too. Very nice.
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Dragonwagon, Crescent. Will It Be Okay? pictures by Ben Shecter. Harper, 1977. 76-48859.
32p., Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.79 net.
What the world needs now is love, sweet love? That's what a mother gives her
R fearful daughter: love, and comfort, and a way to overcome her fears. The text is in
K-2 dialogue, with the child asking "But what if there is thunder and lightning . .. But
what if a bee stings me? ... But what if someone hates me?" Each time, the mother
gravely proposes a course of action or suggests an alleviating measure. "So it will be
okay?" "Yes, my love, it will," the book ends. The pictures are in soft pastels,
sustaining the tender mood; the text is directed toward some common concerns of
childhood. It is true that some of the suggestions may not be standard solutions (If
nobody likes the way you dance, going dancing alone in the woods doesn't necessar-
ily produce someone else dancing who will throw leaves and lie down in them with
you, go home to draw pictures with you and drink cocoa .. .) but the intent comes
through: there's a way to cope, even with mother's death. And the love comes
through.
Emberley, Ed. Ed Emberley's Great Thumbprint Drawing Book. Little, 1977. 76-57346. 37p.
illus. $4.95.
The idea of using thumbprints as a base for pictures is not new in a children's book,
M but it is still appealing to children. Emberley suggests that the lines and dots con-
2-4 tained in "ivy lou" (i.e. straight line, dot, circle, etc.) can be combined with
thumbprints; his examples show a series of prints, with instructions below for adding
to them (two dots make the eyes, a U-shape the downturned mouth; superimposed on
the print they make a face) and incorporating scribbles that can be fur, hair, clothing.
This is more an invitation to copy than to create, although some children may use the
idea for original work. There is little text; most of the book consists of illustrations,
step-by-step, of making pictures out of thumbprints. A few Emberley embellishments
and a page that suggests other ways of making prints (carrot or potato) are included.
Eyerly, Jeannette. He's My Baby, Now. Lippincott, 1977. 77-23189. 156p. $6.95.
The brief affair that Charles and Daisy had had was long over; it had ended
Ad amicably, with Charles giving her money for an abortion. He'd almost forgotten
7-10 Daisy-nine months is a long time when you're sixteen. And then came that item in
the "Births" column. Somehow Charles got up to the hospital nursery ward, and
there was no doubt: it was his son. Daisy has put the baby up for adoption, but a
Supreme Court ruling stipulates that the father must also sign the release, and
Charles refuses. He is deeply touched by the thought of his child (he can't remember
his own father), tracks Daisy down, finds the child is with a foster mother and
kidnaps him for a few hours, and at last concedes. There are minor plot threads (his
mother's remarriage, his avoidance of a predatory classmate) and some candid ado-
lescent language, but the emphasis is on the feelings of love and responsibility of a
young father of an illegitimate child. (Daisy has not told who the father is, Charles
tells a friend and hints to his grandmother.) The story is not convincing at all points,
but it may appeal to readers since most books about premarital pregnancy focus
almost exclusively on the mother.
Gackenbach, Dick. Harry and the Terrible Whatzit; written and illus. by Dick Gackenbach.
Seabury, 1977. 76-40205. 30p. $6.95.
Harry knows there is something terrible in the cellar. It's dark, it's damp, and it
smells. He warns his mother not to go down, and waits anxiously when she disap-
pears. "She never believes me! I waited . . and waited. . . She never came back
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Ad up." Down he goes, and there indeed is a Whatzit, a monster with two heads, six
4-6 toes, and other appropriately monstrous features. Whacking at it with a broom,
yrs. Harry finds the monster shrinking: he also finds his mother who has gone out the
cellar door into the yard. The drawings have clean lines and earth colors, the writing
style is pared down to smooth simplicity; the message is not highly original, nor is the
method of conveying it, but this is an acceptable and amiable statement about con-
quering fear by facing it.
Gathorne-Hardy, Jonathan. The Airship Ladyship Adventure; illus. by Glo Coalson. Lippin-
cott, 1977. 76-54218. 218p. $7.95.
Again the resourceful Jane of Operation Peeg becomes embroiled in high adven-
Ad ture; again her companion is the housekeeper Mrs. Deal, who is happiest when
4-6 dusting but who fortifies herself with "medicinal gin" in a crisis. Jane and Mrs. Deal
are wafted away in the dirigible built by Jane's father and released by malcontents.
But they cope. Over and over, they cope. The airship is stranded in Switzerland,
they take refuge in the home of elderly Sydney Saxton, they flee an avalanche by
lifting off in his chalet, which they've attached to the balloon, they come down again
on the Mountains of the Moon in Africa. They are imprisoned by a faceless man
(who later proves to be a cruel German officer) who rules a lost society of Barabou
(natives) who live with tamed tigers; some of the Barabou are friendly, as is a meek
Englishman under the leader's command, and they eventually escape. At one time or
another, each of the trio is instrumental in saving another. It's funny, it's exagger-
ated, it's deliberately unbelievable-but the author has had to try harder to make this
funny than he did the previous book, and the plot, even as a ridiculous spoof, is a bit
labored. At times, veddy British.
Greenwald, Sheila. The Secret in Miranda's Closet; written and illus. by Sheila Greenwald.
Houghton, 1977. 76-62499. 138p. $6.95.
Miranda is a pudgy, stolid, quiet, only child of a divorced woman, Olivia; Olivia is
R a writer, lecturer, and feminist; Miranda's secret is the doll she's been given while
3-5 staying with her mother's friend. And the doll, a valuable antique with a large ward-
robe, is a secret because Miranda knows how her mother feels about girls and dolls;
she'd been given trucks as a baby, and her mother had delightedly written an article
on how her little girl spurned the symbols of conventional sex roles. But the secret
comes out, in a story that has vigor and warmth and humor, and Olivia realizes that
she'd been trying to force Miranda into her mold, just as her own mother had tried to
impose her more conventional ideas. The book makes a trenchant case for individual
freedom, it has an engaging heroine, perceptive mother-daughter relations, and a
sturdy story line.
Gripe, Maria. The Green Coat; tr. from the Swedish by Sheila La Farge. Delacorte, 1977.
76-47235. 138p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.46 net.
Although there are some retrospective sequences, this story of an adolescent takes
Ad place over a two year period. First published in Sweden under the title Ellen Dellen,
6-9 it describes the changes in the life of Fredrika, whose brother and sister measure up
to their mother's lofty standards. Fredrika does not. She is awkward, inarticulate,
self-effacing. Mother, a dentist and feminist, wants her children to be popular
achievers; Dad is gentle and loving, but he counts for little in the family structure.
Bullied and carped at by his wife, Dad leaves home--and some time later dies.
Fredrika, anxious to be appreciated and admired, agrees when her mother buys a
green coat for her; the coat is the same model as that worn by a girl much admired by
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Mom. Why can't Fredrika be like this paragon? Mom pushes, and Fredrika decides
she will change her personality. She does change her behavior, becomes a leader in
the classroom, and is stunned when the class scapegoat, Britt, in turn buys a coat just
like hers. The symbolism of assuming another's role is clear and is emphasized when
Fredrika, at the close of the story, gets rid of the green coat. Gripe is wonderfully
perceptive in depiction of character, especially biting in the case of the ruthless
mother. However, the pace of the book is so deliberate and the tone so introspective
that the book's appeal to some readers will probably be limited.
Hazen, Barbara Shook. Amelia's Flying Machine; illus. by Charles Robinson. Doubleday,
1977. 76-51861. 60p. $6.95.
Based on an incident in Amelia Earhart's childhood, this is a nicely structured
R story told chiefly through dialogue. Robinson's line drawings echo the breezy style of
3-4 the writing in sketches that have some Ardizzone-like economy and humor. Left in
her grandmother's care, Amelia is resolved that she, her sister, and her cousins will
stay out of mischief so that she can earn a promised trip to the World's Fair in
Chicago. But the Kansas day is hot, there isn't much to do, and the enterprising
Amelia decides to build her own roller coaster, even though she's taunted by her
neighbor Jimmy. It is Jimmy, in the end, who keeps Amelia from being punished by
insisting that he egged her on. Nice to have a story in which girls are adventurous and
in which the author lets the message permeate by osmosis rather than punching it.
Hirsch, Linda. The Sick Story; pictures by John Wallner. Hastings House, 1977. 76-13138.
36p. $5.95.
Miranda makes heavy weather of a light cold, demanding attention and sympathy
Ad from her parents, who are patient although they clearly see through her assumptions
2-4 of anguish. They just as clearly see through her sudden recovery when she hears
from a classmate that there's one part left in a school play. The author gives palatably
light treatment to a situation that should amuse readers by its familiarity, but her
story loses pace toward the end, as Miranda vacillates between enjoying ill health
and accepting the responsibilities of school along with its pleasures. The pace slows,
the ending is anticlimactic.
Honig, Donald. Winter Always Comes. Four Winds, 1977. 76-54874. 136p. $5.95.
Billy, seventeen, is a baseball bonus baby; when he joins Class C Hadley Saints,
Ad he makes a dramatic debut: three for four, with three runs batted in. But there's an
5-7 inevitable slump, and the fans are just as quick to taunt as they were to cheer. The
manager criticizes him, and Billy is despondent; he also resents the candid comments
of a sports reporter. When another rookie arrives and does well, Billy is spurred to
more effort. He also takes to heart the advice of a former player-and decides that he
plays better when he enjoys it-as well as enjoying the game more when he plays
better. In any event, he decides he will go on to college; baseball isn't forever, winter
always comes. This is as well-written as other Honig books, but it has a formula plot.
Hooks, William H. Maria's Cave; illus. by Victor Juhasz. Coward, 1977. 76-40908. 63p.
$6.95.
The story of the discovery of Stone Age paintings in the late nineteenth century is
R told in narrative form, with small Maria Sautuola as protagonist. The daughter of an
2-4 archeologist, she accompanied her father in his explorations of the caves at Altamira
and was the first to see the striking animal murals. Despite the simplicity of style and
vocabulary, the author makes clear both the excitement of the find and the bitter
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disappointment felt by Sautuola when his discovery was dismissed as fraudulent.
Readers can appreciate the vindication felt by Maria, years later, when her dead
father's find was acknowledged as genuine. There's a bit too much information
presented as conversation, but the writing style is otherwise adequate. A chronology
and a list of sources (with asterisks used for adult titles) are appended.
Hoppe, Joanne. The Lesson is Murder. Harcourt, 1977. 76-46787. 149p. $6 95.
A group of gifted students in a high school humanities seminar are both victims and
M suspects as, one by one, several of the small group are killed. For most of the
7-9 murders there is a literary quotation that precedes it; the teacher, who also becomes a
suspect, recognizes materials the class has discussed. It has to be one of them. When
the killer is discovered (by a ruse), it is unsatisfying to have had no clues and what
seems inadequate motivation, although the author has built suspense well. The writ-
ing style is pedestrian, the print small.
Hunt, Irene. William. Scribner, 1977. 76-52455. 188p. $6.95.
Set in Florida, this is a beautifully written book about an interracial household and
Ad the changes that come as the oldest children reach for adult independence. William is
6-8 several years younger than Amy, thirteen, when the story begins. He worries about
his widowed mother's health and about his baby sister's blindness; a responsive and
responsible child, he is concerned about the white girl, Sarah, who lives alone next
door in a house belonging to her aunt. Sarah has come there to have her illegitimate
child (she's sixteen), planning to give the infant up when it is born. Although Wil-
liam's mother is terminally ill, she goes to Sarah's house during a hurricane to deliver
the baby. Having seen the infant girl, Sarah decides to keep her. Mama dies, and her
three children move in with Sarah. They are a family, and the neighbors all support
and help them. This acceptance of an interracial household is admirable. But-since
the setting is a small southern town-not quite believable. Amy and Sarah fight,
primarily due to Amy's insistence on having freedom. Amy moves out, but comes
back when Sarah goes north with little Carla for an eye operation in which she
recovers her sight. Amy marries; Sarah, who has helped support the family by
painting portraits, accepts a scholarship to an art school in the north, and William,
who is anguished by her departure, resigns himself to change. The situation may not
be quite credible, but the characters and their relationships are both believable and
perceptively drawn.
Isadora, Rachel. The Potters' Kitchen; written and illus. by Rachel Isadora. Greenwillow,
1977. 76-47666. 27p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed. $5.21 net.
Isadora's drawings have a casual, rumpled look, with perspective observed primar-
Ad ily in the breach, lopsided buildings and furniture, and slightly scruffy characters.
4-6 The book offers an antidote to the frequent anti-urban stories in which a family finds
yrs. happiness by moving from city to country, and it demonstrates family affection and
neighborliness, but it is weak in plot, which boils down to the Potter family, whose
life is centered in their busy country kitchen, finding that the kitchen of a highrise
apartment can be just as cozy and friendly.
Johnson, Dorothy M. Buffalo Woman. Dodd, 1977. 76-53436. 247p. $6.95.
A long novel, trenchant and poignant, that follows the life of a woman of the Oglala
R Sioux. Her childhood name is Whirlwind Girl, and she marries the man she has loved
8- since she first saw him, White Thunder. Their lodge is full, a many-generation family
* that is happy, generous, busy, and peaceful. Then come the white men with their
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trading posts, their demands for land, their worthless treaties, their reservations.
Whirlwind, who has become a Buffalo Woman in the ceremony of adulthood, sees
her people decimated and cheated, her family dispersed and impoverished. After the
battle of Little Big Horn, she is grief-stricken, but she remains proud and strong until
her death; her people are too poor, too few to honor her with traditional
observances-but they honor her. The author, an adopted member of the Blackfeet
Tribe, has done painstaking research into costumes, customs, mores, and religious
beliefs and observances, and these are smoothly incorporated into a story that has
historic and sociological significance, but that above all is a moving depiction of a
courageous woman who saw tragic changes come to her people.
Johnston, Norma. The Sanctuary Tree. Atheneum, 1977. 76-40406. 219p. $7.95.
A sequel to The Keeping Days and Glory in the Flower continues Tish's account,
Ad month by month, of her fourteenth year. The time is 1901, the story is again as much
6-8 a record of family events as it is a description of her own feelings and reactions to the
year's changes. Pa has an eye operation, Mama takes over running his secretarial
school; older sister Bronwyn has a baby, younger sister Marnie acquires a boyfriend;
Tish and Mama don't get along, especially because Tish mourns her grandfather but
Mama thinks her callous; Tish's beloved moves out of town. In sum, in addition to
problems within the family, Tish must adjust within a few months to new respon-
sibilities, an apparent rift between her and her beloved Ken, having to give up a
chance to star in a school play, etc. The ending is a bit on the all-ends-tied side, with
Pa home recuperating, Tish's acceptance of another girl's dramatic ability, and a
happy reunion with Ken, who has finally won Mama's approbation by finding a
younger child who's run away. The characterization is adequate and the writing style
has vitality; the dialogue is quite good, although Mama's clipped speech is not con-
vincing: "Just had letter this morning," or, "Don't count chickens, had your
chance."
Kennedy, Richard. Oliver Hyde's Dishcloth Concert; illus. by Robert Andrew Parker. Little,
1976. 76-15980. 47p. $4.95.
Since the tragic death of his bride many years before, nobody had seen Oliver
Ad Hyde's face. Once a popular fiddler, he had smashed his instrument in the anguish of
3-5 bereavement. Now an old friend comes to ask Oliver to play for his daughter's
wedding. Reluctantly Oliver agrees, but only if each person there covers his or her
head with a dishcloth; his proposal is, to his surprise, accepted. On the night of the
wedding party, Oliver comes to a dark barn and plays. He plays sad songs. Nobody
speaks or moves. Exasperated, he plays a lilting air. Silence. Then he discovers he's
in the wrong place, that the "people" ranged in silence in the darkness are grain
sacks. He's in the wrong place-but he's learned a lesson; when he goes to the
brightly-lit barn nearby, Oliver invites all the guests to take off their dishcloths, to
dance and sing and play. And nobody has a better time than he. Parker's black and
white pictures are evocative, especially those of Oliver playing alone in the dark
barn, and Kennedy's story has an off-beat appeal, but it isn't fantasy, and it isn't
quite believable as realistic fiction.
Kerr, M. E. I'll Love You When You're More Like Me. Harper, 1977. 160p. Trade ed. $6.95;
Library ed. $6.79 net.
You don't think Kerr would ever do anything as simple as just boy meets girl, do
R you? Wally Witherspoon, by the time he meets Sabra St. Amour, has been rejected
7-10 by Lauralei Rabinowitz and picked up (and firmly clutched) on the rebound by
Harriet Hren. Sabra (a professional name) is an adolescent television star and very
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much resented by Harriet, who doesn't realize that Sabra's never had a date. Too
busy. Sabra and her mother are a cozy twosome--or are they? The story, told
alternately by Wally and Sabra, reveals, with Kerr's special blend of sophistication,
percipience, humor, and poignancy, that Sabra is lonely, insecure, and tied irrevoca-
bly to her own glamorous image. Mama's having an affair with a younger man? Sabra
can't take it. Mama suggests quitting the grueling life of TV stardom? Sabra can't
give it up. Woven through the relationship of the two protagonists are a series of
brilliant characterizations: the whining, possessive Harriet; Sabra's tough, cheerful
mother; Wally's friend Charlie, who has decided at sixteen that he will make no
secret of the fact that he's gay; Wally's undertaker father, who can't understand why
his son wants to follow another career. An all-star cast.
Lampman, Evelyn (Sibley). Bargain Bride. Atheneum, 1977. 76-46567. 180p. $6.95.
Because there was a law in the Oregon Territory that married men could claim
Ad twice as much land as a bachelor, Ginny had been married to Mr. Mayhew when she
6-9 was ten. The match had been arranged (for a price) by the avaricious cousins with
whom she'd lived since her parents died. Now she was fifteen, and Mr. Mayhew had
come to claim his bride. That very night he died, and his young widow was deter-
mined to be independent, rejecting her cousins' attempts to move in and take over,
resisting any well-meant offers of help, and resisting even more strongly any propos-
als of marriage. Through a long winter when she sheltered an Indian woman and her
child, keeping it secret because she knew the neighbors would disapprove, Ginny
learned to depend on Jethro Manning, and--once she got over her crush on a
minister-to realize that she cared for him. So she proposed. The setting has authen-
ticity, as do the characters and their speech patterns; the plot, however, is slow-
paced, so that the story line seems overextended.
Langton, Jane. Paper Chains. Harper, 1977. 76-41520. 192p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed.
$5.79 net.
Evelyn Underhill, who tells her story in a cheerfully desperate fashion that is as
R engaging as it is credible, prattles on about a frenetic college semester. There is her
7-10 roommate Kayo, who is a genius and knows it; there is cuddly little Frankie, who
finds college a revelation; there is Pruneface, detested by all of them. There are males
on the scene and one very large dog (illegally kept in Kayo's cousin's residence hall),
but what fills Evelyn's horizon is Professor Halverknap, whom she adores from afar,
to whom she writes never-to-be-mailed letters, past whose house she cycles, and who
proves to be married. Evelyn recovers rapidly from this blow; she realizes that the
paper chains (linked stages of her life) have not come to an end. Langton starts with
verve and ends with a touching but not cloying scene in which Evelyn is teaching
small children how to make paper chains. The writing has insight and humor, the
mood is ebullient.
Larrick, Nancy, comp. Crazy To Be Alive in Such a Strange World; Poems About People;
photographs by Alexander L. Crosby. Evans, 1977. 76-49667. 171p. $6.95.
This is not an unusual anthology in the sense that much of it is new; most of the
R selections have been anthologized elsewhere. But it is unusual in the sense that it is
5- permeated with loving appreciation of the variety and complexity of humankind. It is
the poets-most of whom are living-who speak wistfully, joyously, sadly, compas-
sionately, curiously---but this collection bears the mark of the compiler: it is Larrick
who has loved the poets who loved the people. Author-title and first line indexes are
appended, as are notes on the poets whose work is included.
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Lisker, Sonia O. I Used To. Four Winds, 1977. 76-54810. 32p. illus. $5.95.
A group of young children prattles on about fears, misconceptions, and mis-
Ad pronunciations of their even younger days. "I used to think my teacher slept at
K-2 school," "I used to have a Teddy bear to sleep with," or, "I used to go to the
bathroom in my bed." "Me too, when I was a baby." One lofty girl is always
superior: "I always went to the bathroom in the bathroom," or "I always said
spaghetti," when someone has said "pizzgetti." A cat and a snail make off-stage
remarks, and the whole is a cheerful catalog of outgrown errata, with a few jokes
("Are you lion to me?" after some dialogue between a lioness-sorry, feminist
friends-and her cub) on the side. Not substantial, but mildly amusing; those listen-
ers who are above such things will feel superior, those who cling to security blankets
or fear scarey stories and TV shows may cringe.
List, Albert. A Walk in the Forest; The Woodlands of North America; written and illus. by
Albert and Ilka List. T. Y. Crowell, 1977. 76-40171. 197p. $9.95.
A botany professor and an art teacher who has also studied biology and written
R children's books pool their knowledge to good effect in a profusely illustrated book
5-9 with drawings and photographs that are of high quality and are carefully placed and
labelled. Most of the text, divided into chapters on the forest ecosystem, on its
various parts (from canopy to soil), and on projects to do in the forest, is in question
and answer form; this makes the wealth of information more assimilable by breaking
it up, but it has, as such a device always does, an artificial quality. The writing is
clear, the information accurate, and the approach scientific. A list that gives an
indication of the approximate sizes of animals illustrated throughout the book, a
divided bibliography, and a relative, full index are appended.
Macaulay, David. Castle; written and illus. by David Macaulay. Houghton, 1977. 77-7159.
79p. $8.95.
It's always been hard to evaluate Macaulay's work without overindulgence in
R superlatives; it's hard now to find superlatives that haven't been used. They are
5- well-deserved: the line drawings are meticulous in detail, lucidly illustrating architec-
* tural features described in the text and injected with a refreshing humor (a series of
pictures of workmen on the master engineer's staff concludes with a view of his dog)
that is never overdone. The pictures are equally impressive whether they show small
stonework details or a broad view of castle and town. The writing is clear, crisp, and
informative, with a smooth narrative flow as Macaulay describes the planning and
building of an imaginary but typical Welsh castle and town of the late thirteenth
century, including not only construction details but providing a great deal of informa-
tion about function, historical background, and medieval life. The book concludes
with a rousing description of a siege of the castle, for it had been built by the English
as part of a military program to subdue and dominate the Welsh. Superb.
McHargue, Georgess. The Talking Table Mystery; illus. by Emanuel Schongut. Doubleday,
1977. 76-23794. 140p. $5.95.
Annie Conway and Howard Kappelman are neighbors and close friends who help
R Annie's great-aunt clean out a cellar full of family relics. They go off with some old
4-6 diaries that have puzzling entries, a table that makes rapping noises, and some odd
paraphernalia that prove to have belonged to a medium. When they decide to give the
diaries to a historical society and that fact is made public, they begin getting threaten-
ing letters, letters of a hand-over-the-diaries-or-else ilk. There are some nicely varied
chase scenes, and some intriguing clues, and the story has vigorous style and espe-
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cially good dialogue. The denouement, although nicely handled in a structural sense,
is the one weak point of the book, since the Dreadful Secret of an elderly woman
(whose devoted students know she's upset, don't know why, but have been pursuing
How and Annie) is revealed with remarkable calm and celerity.
Mann, Peggy. There Are Two Kinds of Terrible. Doubleday, 1977. 76-42372. 132p. $5.95.
It's one kind of terrible to break your arm just as summer vacation starts, Rob
R finds. But the other kind of terrible is immeasurably worse: having your mother die.
5-7 Although Rob loves his father, he hardly knows the man he thinks of as a "cold
fish," while he has been, as an only child, very close to his mother. Mom goes to the
hospital for tests-and she never comes back. Cancer. The author perceptively
describes, through Rob's telling, the stages of anguish: waiting, fearing, knowing,
and facing the fact, and the reactions of fear, anger, and grief. Rob tells of the
separate burdens of the service, the funeral, the gathering after the funeral, and the
utter loneliness after all these. The story ends on a note of encouragement, as Rob
and his father move toward a new closeness, a change that is attained gradually and
believably. Not a happy story, but an honest and sympathetic depiction of a child's
adjustment to illness and bereavement.
Metayer, Maurice, ed. Tales from the Igloo; ed. and tr. by Maurice Metayer; illus. by Agnes
Nanogak. St. Martin's, 1977. 76-54253. 127p. Paper ed. $4.95.
Twenty-two tales of the Copper Eskimos who live on the Canadian Arctic coast
Ad are illustrated by colorful paintings in primitive style. As do all folktales, these reflect
4-7 cultural patterns and mores; many are "pourquoi" stories, or tales that show the
affinity between the Inuit and their physical milieu, or tales that illustrate concepts of
the supernatural. The writing style of the adaptation (first published in Canada in
1972, and based on taped storytellings) is direct, unornamented, and lacking humor
or grace; endings are often abrupt. Interesting to the collector, useful as a source for
storytelling, the tales have a limited appeal when read aloud.
Miles, Miska. Aaron's Door; illus. by Alan E. Cober. Atlantic-Little, Brown, 1977. 76-41159.
48p. $5.95.
Gentle but effective, this is the story of a small boy who has suffered rejection
Ad twice and doesn't dare permit himself loving or being loved lest he lose again.
K-3 Aaron's father had deserted the family and his mother had put him and his baby sister
into a home. Now they had been taken for adoption by a childless couple, and it is
especially irritating that little Deborah has immediately and affectionately accepted
these importunate people as Mom and Dad. The last betrayal. So Aaron has locked
himself in his room, won't talk, won't eat the food that's left at the door. Each
member of the family tries to coax him out, but Aaron's door stays locked. Finally
the man breaks through the panelling and picks the boy up; Aaron fears punishment
but the man just holds him and says his name over and over, lovingly. So Aaron dares
let himself think, "Maybe they want me." The story is briefly framed by a page at the
beginning and another at the end that have paragraphs about the sleeping groundhog
and tight buds / stirring groundhog and first blossom. The symbols seem an unneces-
sary embellishment, although they are tuned to the quiet pace of the story, which
may be too static for some readers.
Miller, Jane. Birth of a Foal. Lippincott, 1977. 76-5402. 39p. illus. $6.95.
The large print, short sentences, and ample amount of space on the pages indicate
the usefulness of this book for very young readers, although it can also be used for
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Ad reading aloud to the preschool child. The photographs are a bit fuzzy and certainly
2-3 repetitive, but they are clear enough to show the engaging appearance and behavior
of a newly-born Welsh Mountain pony. Fizz is shaggy, frisky, and round-eyed; the
text describes her birth, her mother's tender care, the things she learns in her first
days of life: nursing, cantering, scratching, nuzzling. The writing is flat, but easy to
read.
Miuller, Jorg, illus. The Changing City. Atheneum, 1977. 76-46646. Unpaged. $9.95. The
Changing Countryside. Atheneum, 1977. 76-46647. Unpaged. $9.95.
In these two folios of loose pictures, first published in Switzerland, each painting is
R dated, folds out to show a scene (in one set a small square and a street with some side
4- streets running off and in the other a rural landscape with a hamlet in the background)
and documents the changes to the environment over a period of years. The Changing
City (1953-1976) shows neon signs creeping in, subterranean construction projects,
decay and demolition, new buildings going up, the gradual disappearance of a resi-
dential neighborhood and the emergence of urban monoliths and superroads. Each
painting has some marvelous period details: children playing with hula hoops, new
car styles, advertisements for products, etc. The pictures of the countryside show a
new road coming through, then construction of a factory nearby-oil storage tanks,
more and more buildings encroaching on the single farmhouse in the foreground, and
finally its demolition, and a scene of superhighways and shopping center. A cold but
telling commentary on social changes and destruction of the natural environment, the
pictures are stunning in themselves and offer a broad range of subjects for discussion.
Easily comprehensible, they can also be used by individual children for browsing.
And, one hopes, thinking. This may cause problems of storage and circulation, but it
should be a very useful supplemental teaching aid for art, social studies, and other
areas.
Murray, Tom, ed. Sport Magazine's All-Time All Stars. Atheneum, 1977. 76-53400. 454p.
$9.95.
A compilation of twenty-two articles from Sport magazine, in the years 1948-1974,
R are arranged by the editor as two lineups, one for the National and one for the
6- American League. Murray checked record books in choosing his mythical teams; his
preface explains why, after a century of professional baseball, such stars as Mickey
Mantle and Jackie Robinson are not on the lists. Since the articles have many au-
thors, the book has variety as well as the expectable career information and colorful
writing. Each article is followed by a brief editorial note; an annotated list of "The
Final Ten Players" is appended to a book that should appeal to fans, even those
who've already read all about it.
Navarra, John Gabriel. Superboats. Doubleday, 1977. 76-23784. 79p. illus. $5.95.
Dividing the text into three parts (passenger, cargo, and special ships), Navarra
Ad describes some of the huge vessels in operation today, adds one that's on the drawing
4-7 board, the sail-powered cargo ship, and briefly discusses some ports. While he gives
statistics about many kinds of ships, describing their tonnage, speed, or construction,
there is so brief an amount of space devoted to many vessels that readers may feel
coverage is inadequate. There are many photographs; the few diagrams vary in the
adequacy with which labels or captions are provided. An index is appended.
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Oakley, Graham. The Church Mice Adrift; written and illus. by Graham Oakley. Atheneum,
1977. 76-25705. 33p. $7.95.
A fifth story about the mice of Wortlethorpe Church and their mentor, Sampson,
R the church cat, has a dashing plot precipitated by a town improvement scheme. Their
K-3 home demolished, a band of rats moves in on our old friends and ousts them into the
cold, wet night. Sampson conceives a brilliant scheme: they will set up a free meal in
a moored dollhouse, lure the rats, and set the restaurant adrift. Unfortunately, two of
the mice are trapped in the dollhouse; fortunately, the others assist Sampson in a
daring rescue. Talk about cliffhangers! The writing has wit and pace, the pictures
have action and humor. Warning: it may be necessary to penalize adults who wish to
keep the book themselves, for there are delicious bits in the paintings (the crew
tearing down lovely old buildings are from the Heritage Demolition Company) and
the text ("The Finger of Destiny had beckoned him to lead the mice in Triumph back
to their Native Vestry, his Sword wouldn't rest in his Hand until Feet had trampled
the rats into the Dust and British mice never, never, never would be Slaves.") and
the whole thing is a comic masterpiece.
Ominsky, Elaine. Jon O: A Special Boy; photographs by Dennis Simonetti. Prentice-Hall,
1977. 76-41735. 26p. $6.95.
Like Anders' A Look at Mental Retardation, reviewed above, this is simply writ-
Ad ten and stresses the fact that children who are mentally retarded need acceptance,
2-3 patience, and affection from those around them. While Anders discusses the problem
generally, Ominsky uses an individual child and his family to show that the needs of
the special child are, like his or her interests, identical to those of normal children,
but that being slower, limited in achievement, and marked as being "different" are
burdens that can be alleviated by understanding even if they cannot be removed. The
photographs are interesting but are often obscured by the tight binding; the text is
simply written but the style is staccato, and there are occasional misleading com-
ments, such as one which refers to Jon O when "he was still in his mommy's
stomach."
Oxford Scientific Films. The Butterfly Cycle; photographs by John Cooke. Putnam, 1977.
76-45850. 26p. $5.95.
Adapted from a series of educational films on biological subjects, this is as impres-
R sive a book for younger children as Eeckhoudt's A Butterfly Is Born is for older
3-5 readers. The excellent color photographs, some magnified many times, follow the life
cycle of the cabbage white butterfly in almost-full page format, with only a running
line of text at the foot of the page. This portion of the book is also suitable for
children too young to read the introduction that precedes this section, an introduction
that is in smaller type, gives more information, and can be used by adults to discuss
the photographs with younger children.
Peck, Richard. Monster Night at Grandma's House; illus. by Don Freeman. Viking, 1977.
76-42463. 27p. $6.95.
Toby loves staying at Grandma's, but he loves it only during the daytime; since
M Grandma sleeps downstairs and he sleeps alone upstairs, he hears Things. Things
K-3 like monsters slithering around. The story focuses on one night, when Toby can't
stand the apprehension and decides to track the monster down, maybe even scare it
away. He follows shadows and noises down the stairs and out to the porch; when
Grandma shows up, Toby assures her that she has no need to worry any longer. She
placidly accepts this announcement, and as she goes off, Toby sees a monster's
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paw-print on the porch railing. The story is a bit long for the small amount of action it
carries, and the ratio of imagination to fact is not quite clearly enough delineated in
text or illustration; the final paw-print, for example, is not identifiable. Presumably
it's all meant to be in Toby's mind, but the pictures offer little clue. Blue, black, and
white, with more cross-hatching than Freeman usually uses, they give a cold, rather
than a frightening, effect.
Pevsner, Stella. Keep Stompin' Till the Music Stops. Seabury, 1977. 76-27845. 136p. $6.95.
Richard does not look forward to the family gathering at his great-grandfather's
Ad home in Galena, Illinois, although he loves Grandpa Ben and admires his cousin
4-6 Alexandra. The cousins and their siblings decide to spy on the adults to learn what's
afoot; Great Aunt Violet, it develops, has decided that Grandpa is too old to live
alone and she's arranged to move him to a Florida community for the elderly. The
second theme of the book is Richard's struggles with a learning disability; a minor
plot thread is his concern about the friction between his parents. There is much
discussion of the rights and problems of Grandpa Ben, and there are also some facts
about historic Galena. This isn't either as amusing or as cohesive as Pevsner's best
work, but it is realistic; it is weakened by the lack of focus and, to a lesser extent, by
the fact that so much is made of the "mystery" about what is going on, with each
child detailed to observe a specific adult. Characterization is variable in depth.
Raynor, Dorka. Grandparents Around the World. Whitman, 1977. 76-57661. 46p. illus. Trade
ed. $4.75; Library ed. $3.56 net.
A series of photographs with captions: Chateaudun, France; Gypsies in Lisbon,
M Portugal; Bali, Indonesia; An English grandfather; Swimming lesson, Germany, et
K-2 cetera. While the photographs are of fine quality, there is not enough action or variety
to appeal greatly to young children. The book can be used as a base for discussing the
grandparent-child relationship or the fact that differences (visible primarily in clo-
thing) are superficial while love is universal. But the geographic diversity will mean
little to the young child whose concepts of distance and location are vague, and the
photographs offer little variation from sitting, standing, or walking poses.
Robinson, Jean. The Mystery of Lincoln Detweiler and the Dog Who Barked Spanish; draw-
ings by Gioia Fiammenghi. Follett, 1977. 76-46027. 128p. Trade ed. $5.95; Library ed.
$5.97 net.
Lincoln had always wanted a dog, but the one his uncle brought home for Lincoln's
Ad twelfth birthday wasn't exactly the kind of dog he'd had in mind: a shambling mutt
4-6 who had been brought in from Mexico and understood no English. Lincoln's friend
Byron, convinced that there's a mystery about the dog, Perro, decides that there's
some illegal activity afoot. When he sees a man running away from the house (Lin-
coln's an orphan living with his aunt and uncle) Lincoln begins to wonder if Byron
could be right. After Uncle Thatch's workshop is broken into, the boys and Byron's
sister keep watching . . . and they spot a man who looks suspicious; they call the
police and find that the man and his chum have been searching for a hoard of money
that doesn't exist: Thatch's money earned when he was a song writer, boasted about,
but long spent. The story has a good bit of pratfall humor and action, but the plot
seems contrived and the humor is at times self-conscious.
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